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minds discuss ideas; average
minds discuss events; small

Average is dictionary defined as
being neither very good nor very
bad.

minds discuss people.”
Making the Average Minds
truly Average indeed.

Average is also about being just
plain, not exciting, manageable,
without comeliness and style
Average could be good for some

Great minds make things
happen while small minds is a
no go area. But the Average
mind? That is between the

… Elijah came to all the people, and said, “How long will you
falter between two opinions? If the Lord is God, follow Him;

but Average is really a sin birth by

bus-stop and destination. That

mediocrity and laziness.

is where nobody wants to be.

Average makes ordinary what

The way out and answer to

should have been extraordinary.

AVERAGE is a DECISION thus

It takes away the reason to be

the reason for NoMORE

overwhelmed by extraordinary

AVERAGE.

manifestation or result.

Several hundreds of years ago,

Eleanor Roosevelt the longest

the nation of Israel had to

serving first lady and wife of

decide who to worship as God.

Franklin D. Roosevelt 32nd

Before them was Jehovah

President of America said, “Great

[God Almighty who had at

PearlHOUSE Church is “The
Good Shepherd’s Nest” with a
unique flavor to Nurture and
Mature “Precious Pearls of
Great Price” for the Master
Jesus
Vision: …raising a SoldOUT
Generation of Believers in
Christ Jesus.
Contacts:
23 Road, P Close, House 7,
Festac – 08180818900 [Praise]

countless times saved, secured

Like the children of Israel, today

and provided for them in season

is your opportunity to declare

and out of season] and baal [a

NoMORE AVERAGE.

worthless idol with no abilities
except standing motionless and
powerless]. This decision was
supposed to be easy but for the
spirit of AVERAGE…. AVERAGE is
dictionary defined as being,
“Neither very good nor very bad”
and it’s the reason why people
falter between two opinions; opt
for less as against more that has
been allotted by inheritance or
privilege to them.
… Elijah came to all the people,
and said, “How long will you
falter between two opinions? If
the Lord is God, follow Him; but if
Baal, follow him." 1 Kings 18:21
NKJV.

About TakeRISK:
It is time to Take a Stand,
faltering between two opinions
makes you lukewarm and makes
God unable to use or help you.
[Rev 3:16 - But since you are
merely lukewarm, I will spit you
out of my mouth! TLB]
Decide and Declare your position
about nagging issues and your

TakeRISK INITIATIVE is a

destiny. Do a 360 degrees

Marketplace Ministry Expression.

Assessment on your Abilities,

Our focus is on Personal

Opportunities, Prophecies and

Development with the intent of

God’s promises. Place every

raising men and women who will

Demand by Faith on God for

take responsibility for the

results, HE has all it takes to keep

maturity of their inert abilities

you Connect to Abundance, Safe

and in turn solving problems in

and Sound and also Blessed

their immediate communities.

beyond description.
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